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We demonstrate a Fock-state filter which is capable of preferentially blocking single photons over
photon pairs. The large conditional nonlinearities are based on higher-order quantum interference, using
linear optics, an ancilla photon, and measurement. We demonstrate that the filter acts coherently by using
it to convert unentangled photon pairs to a path-entangled state. We quantify the degree of entanglement
by transforming the path information to polarization information; applying quantum state tomography we
measure a tangle of T  20 9%.
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In practice it is extremely difficult to make one photon
coherently influence the state of another. The optical non-
linearities required are orders of magnitude beyond those
commonly achieved with current technology. Strong effec-
tive nonlinearities can be induced in linear optical systems
by combining quantum interference and projective mea-
surement [1], opening the possibility of scalable linear-
optical quantum computation. Such measurement-induced
nonlinearities have had high impact in quantum informa-
tion, notably in optical quantum logic gate experiments
[2,3] and in exotic state production [4,5].
Most schemes achieve an effective nonlinearity via
lowest-order nonclassical interference, with one photon
per mode input to a beam splitter. Higher-order nonclass-
ical interference, where more than one photon is allowed
per mode, enables additional control [1]. An ancilla photon
has been used to conditionally control the phase of a two-
photon path-entangled state [2], and to conditionally ab-
sorb either one- or two-photon states [6]. Applied to super-
positions, higher-order interference is predicted to act as a
Fock-state filter [7,8], conditionally absorbing only terms
with a specified number of photons. In this Letter, we prove
that conditional absorption is coherent by applying it to a
superposition, and experimentally generating a path-
entangled state. We quantify the entanglement by trans-
forming path information to polarization, and applying
quantum state tomography [9].
The Fock-state filter uses nonclassical interference at a
single, polarization-independent, beam splitter of reflectiv-
ity R. Consider the beam splitter in Fig. 1 with n 1
photons incident: n in mode a, and 1 (the ancilla) in
mode b. There are n 1 possible ways for there to be
one and only one photon in mode d: all the input photons
can be reflected, with probability amplitude

R
p
n1
, or
there are n ways for a photon from each input to be trans-
mitted and the rest reflected, n1 R Rp n1. Assuming
indistinguishable photons, the probability amplitude for
detecting one and only one photon in mode d is An 
Rn1=2R n1 R [6,7,10]. Note that the probability
Pn  jAnj2 can be zero for any single choice of n,
when R  n=n 1; for all other n, P> 0 [6]. Hong-
Ou-Mandel interference is the lowest-order case, where
P  0 when n  1 and R  12 [11]: the detector in mode
d is never hit by a single photon. If a superposition of
number states is input into mode a and a single photon is
detected in mode d, then the output state in mode c cannot
contain j1i.
The Fock-state filter could be tested by creating a
number-state superposition, applying the filter, and tomo-
graphically measuring the resulting state. In practice, each
step of this naı¨ve approach is impractical: creating non-
classical number-state superpositions is onerous [4,12] and
they are easily destroyed by loss; the Fock-state filter
requires an ancilla photon on demand and a perfect-
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FIG. 1 (color online). The Fock-state filter: a device that
blocks the passage of single photons, but allows the coherent
passage of photon pairs. As described in the text, a probabilistic
Fock-state filter can be created by combining a 50% beam
splitter, ancilla photon, quantum interference, and measurement.
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efficiency number-resolving detector; and tomography
needs high-efficiency homodyne measurement.
Our experiment alleviates each difficulty. We use
double-pair emission from parametric down conversion
to generate a pair of polarized two-photon states in separate
spatial modes. Down conversion is often problematic since
it emits photon pairs probabilistically, and can emit more
than one pair at a time. However, in some cases double-pair
emission is beneficial [13], or essential [14]. Double-pair
emission provides input two-photon states in mode a and
single, ancillary, photons in mode b: we create the super-
position in mode a by rotating its polarization,
 j2H; 0Via ! cos2j2H; 0Via  sin2j0H; 2Via
 2p cos sinj1H; 1Via; (1)
where  is the polarization angle relative to horizontal. We
create a horizontally polarized ancilla photon in mode b by
passing the two-photon state through a 50% beam splitter
and triggering on detection events from the output mode of
the beam splitter, see Fig. 1. The trigger photon is mea-
sured in coincidence with the three photons output from the
beam splitter: if a photon is lost then it cannot contribute to
the fourfold coincidence signal.
The Fock-state filter acts nonlinearly only on light with
the same polarization as the ancilla, horizontal in this
case. The amplitude given in Eq. (1) determines the trans-
formation on horizontally polarized components of the
state, jnHij1Hi ! AnHjnHij1Hi  . . . ; in contrast, the
vertically polarized components are transformed as,
jnVij1Hi ! RnV1=2jnVij1Hi  . . . . Measurement of a
single horizontally polarized photon in mode d selects
only the first terms of these transformations (the latter
amplitude represents the only way that a horizontally
polarized photon can be detected in mode d). Noting
that the conditional transformation is not unitary, and
applying this to the terms in Eq. (1) we find, j2H; 0Via !
j2H; 0Vic=2

2
p
, j1H; 1Via ! 0, and j0H; 2Via !
j0H; 2Vic=2

2
p
, and the state of mode c conditioned on a
horizontal photon detected in mode d is,
 
cos2j2H; 0Vic  sin2j0H; 2Vic
cos4 sin41=2 : (2)
The final state can be tuned between separable and en-
tangled number-path states simply by adjusting the input
polarization . In the case,   =4, this is the lowest-
order NOON state [15], j2H; 0Vi-j0H; 2Vi=

2
p
[16,17].
Note that the vertical polarization is a stable phase
reference for the nonlinear sign change of the horizontal
components, removing the need for a stable homodyne
measurement. The final state is transformed from one to
two spatial modes by a 50% beam splitter: mapping the
path-entanglement into polarization-entanglement lets us
characterize the state with quantum state tomography of
the polarization, with all of its attendant advantages [9].
Our down-conversion source was a BBO (-barium
borate) nonlinear crystal cut for noncollinear type-I fre-
quency conversion (410 nm ! 820 nm), pumped by a
frequency-doubled titanium sapphire laser. The down-
converted light was coupled into two single-mode optical
fibers, which when connected directly to FC-connectorized
single-photon counting modules yielded coincidence rates
of 30 kHz and singles rates of 220 kHz. Before coupling
back into free-space, the polarization of the light was
manipulated in-fiber using ‘‘bat-ears’’ to maximize trans-
mission through horizontal polarizers. Light in mode bwas
split by a 50% beam splitter, where one output mode was
coupled directly into a single-mode fiber coupled detector,
D1, which acted as a trigger. The remaining light passed
through a horizontal polarizer and is combined on a second
50% beam splitter with light from mode a, which is first
passed through a horizontal polarizer and half-wave plate
to rotate the polarization, as described in Eq. (1). Mode d is
directly detected at D2; mode c is split into two modes by a
50% beam splitter, each mode is polarization analyzed
using a quarter- and half-wave plate and polarizer. We
use D3 and D4 to perform a tomographically complete
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FIG. 2. Quantum interference in two- and fourfold coincidence
counts as a function of the longitudinal position of the input fiber
coupler for mode b. At zero delay, we see marked preferential
absorption of single-photon over two-photon states in mode c, as
indicated by the larger dip in two- over fourfold counts. The two-
and fourfold raw visibilities are 95:20 0:02% and 68 5%,
respectively; correcting for background as described in the text,
the twofold visibility becomes 99:6 0:1% (error bars are
smaller than the points in the twofold case and are not shown).
The visibilities are in excellent agreement with the theoretically
expected two- and four-visibilities of 100% and 66.7% [6,11,18].
The input coupler was scanned 1 mm in 630 s: to mitigate drift
effects the scan was repeated 63 times, leading to an integration
time of 31.5 min per point. The slopes in the data are due to
longitudinal-position-dependent coupling to the detectors; the
trigger detector was particularly sensitive in this respect, leading
to a large slope in the fourfolds; the twofolds show a much
smaller slope as the trigger detector plays no role in that data.
The visibilities were obtained from curve fits to products of a
Gaussian and a linear function.
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set of two-qubit measurements, fH;V;D;Rg	fH;V;D;Rg,
in coincidence with the trigger and ancilla detectors, D1
and D2. The resulting density matrices are reconstructed
using the maximum-likelihood technique [9]. All optical
paths between fiber couplers to detectors were made ap-
proximately equal (
50 cm) to facilitate high-efficiency
single-mode to single-mode fiber coupling. The tilted half-
wave plate in the D4 arm, set with its optic axis horizontal,
compensated beam splitter birefringence.
Nonclassical interference is the heart of the Fock-state
filter. We characterized this by setting the polarization of
mode a to horizontal, matching that of mode b, and setting
analyzers at D3, D4 to horizontal. Figure 2 shows experi-
mentally measured twofold coincidence counts, in this
case between detectors D2 and D4 (open circles), and the
fourfold coincidence counts, between D1, D2, D3, and D4
(solid circles), as a function of the longitudinal position of
the input fiber coupler for mode b.
As D2 and D4 detect the two outputs of the beam
splitter, the twofolds show the standard Hong-Ou-Mandel
interference dip [11], with a raw visibility of V1 
95:20 0:02%. To estimate the performance of the
Fock-state filter we must consider the events from
double-pair emission. We can estimate these by blocking
mode a and b in turn and measuring the twofold coinci-
dences between detectors D2 and D4, 5:8 0:16 Hz and
30:9 0:5 Hz, respectively. Summing these gives an esti-
mate of the number of twofold coincidences due to the
two-photon terms in modes a and b, 36:7 0:5 Hz.
These coincidences act as a background; subtracting
them gives a corrected visibility of V01  99:6 0:1%.
The fourfold coincidence counts in Fig. 2 display a
higher-order nonclassical interference effect with visibility
V2  68 5%, which agrees with the expected value of
66.7% [6]. Note that the interference visibility is much
larger for the n  1 input state, as measured by the twofold
coincidences, than the n  2 input state, as measured by
the fourfold coincidences. At the center of the interference
dip, single photons are removed from an input state with
much higher probability than pairs of photons: this is the
action of the Fock-state filter.
The visibilities, V 01 and V2, set an upper bound to the
performance of the Fock-state filter. Ideally, the probability
of transmission when the ancilla and n-photon inputs are
distinguishable is Qn  Rn1  nRn11 R2 [6]. The
nonlinear absorption probability Pn is modified by the
visibilities as P0n  1 VnQn. We estimate the fil-
ter’s efficiency of blocking single photons, P02=P01 
60 20; at best, it passes two-photon terms at 60 times the
rate it passes single-photon terms.
To show the coherent action of the filter, we set the input
wave plate in mode a to rotate the linear polarization from
horizontal to diagonal, creating the superposition of
Eq. (1). We first measure the input state without the action
of the Fock-state filter by blocking the ancilla photon in
mode b, and performing tomography on mode c using
detectors D3 and D4. Counting for 30 s per measurement
setting, we measured raw twofold coincidence counts of
{86, 68, 156, 61, 89, 77, 195, 61, 200, 170, 328, 131, 98,
102, 175, 71}. The reconstructed density matrix, shown in
Fig. 3(c), gives us the initial state of the light and includes
the effect of any birefringence in our experiment. The
density matrix consists of near equal probabilities, and
strong positive coherences between them—characteristic
of the expected ideal state j i  jDDi. The fidelity be-
tween the ideal and measured state  is F  h jj i 
93 4%; the linear entropy is SL  11 8% [9], in-
dicating the state is near-pure; and the tangle is zero within
error, T  0:5 0:8%, indicating that as expected the
input state is unentangled.
The Fock-state filter is run by unblocking mode b and
setting its coupler to the zero-delay position shown in
Fig. 2. We performed tomography on the photon pairs at
D3 and D4, but now in coincidence with the trigger and
ancilla photon detectors, D1 and D2, counting for 8.25
hours per measurement setting, obtaining the raw counts
{62, 10, 45, 25, 10, 59, 49, 49, 53, 40, 36, 45, 37, 50, 46,
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FIG. 3 (color online). Density matrices for the Fock-state filter.
Ideal output states from the filter when the filtering is (a) turned
off, jDDi, and (b) turned on, jHHi-jVVi= 2p , as described in
text. The corresponding experimental tomographic reconstruc-
tions, based on raw counts, are shown, respectively, in (c) and
(d), the upper (lower) panels are the real (imaginary) compo-
nents. The fidelity between the ideal and measured states is 93
4% and 69 9%, respectively. The state measured in (d) is
entangled, with tangle T  20 9%.
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72}. The reconstructed density matrix is shown in
Fig. 3(d)]. Consistent with the prediction of Eq. (2) setting
  =4, there are two striking differences between this
and Fig. 3(c)]: (1) the dramatic reduction of the HV and
VH populations and coherences; and (2) the sign change of
the coherences between the HH and VV populations. The
fidelity, between the ideal state, j i  jHHi  jVVi= 2p ,
and the measured state  is F  69 9%. The linear
entropy is SL  57 6%, the increase in entropy indi-
cates that the filter introduces mixture but retains much of
the input state’s coherence. This is reflected in the output
state entanglement, T  20 9%, requiring coherence.
The tomography is based on the fourfold signal, which is
particularly susceptible to background, due to low rates
and long counting times. We use raw, rather than corrected
fourfold counts, as unambiguous measurement of the back-
ground is nontrivial due to the manifold combinations of
accidental detection events. Thus PHH  PVV=PHV 
PVH is a lower bound on the preferential absorption of
the filter, 6:0 1:5.
We have constructed a coherent nonlinear absorber—a
Fock-state filter—combining measurement with higher-
order quantum interference. The filter preferentially ab-
sorbed up to 60 times more single photons than photon
pairs, and produced an entangled state from a separable
state: the output was measured to have a tangle of T 
20 9%. By encoding quantum information in both
number and polarization, we were able to succinctly dem-
onstrate all the salient features of a Fock-state filter in a
single experiment. This is a powerful technique suitable for
applications requiring quantum nonlinear optics.
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Note added in proof.—While correcting the proofs,
laboratory temperature stability and source brightness
were both improved. Consequently, the Fock-state filter
produced a more highly entangled state with tangle of T 
51 11%, linear entropy of SL  46 9%, and fidelity
with the ideal of F  77 6%. See additional online
material [19] for details.
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